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Abstract

Multiple Description (MD) source coding is a technique that breaks a media stream into

equally important sub-streams which can be sent over different paths for protection against

wireless channel errors. In this paper, we explore the possibility of sending these descriptions

through different paths that merge at some specific intermediate nodes, where the corrupted

descriptions are recovered from the uncorrupted ones, thereby increasing the quality of re-

ceived image/video at the destination. To quantify the gain with intermediate recovery,

we first devise an analytic model with simplifying assumptions on the network system for

quantifying end-to-end distortion of MD coded data as a function of path parameters, and

demonstrate that on a Lena image transmitted over long multipath routes, one intermediate

recovery stage offers up to 9.2% reduction in distortion compared to the traditional multi-

path transport. Next, accounting the random network topology we formulate mesh route

construction as a cross-layer optimization problem to balance between end-to-end packet

delivery delay and distortion. Since this problem is highly complex, we propose two al-

ternative delay/distortion minimization heuristics. Further, a jointly delay and distortion

optimizing genetic algorithm based meta-heuristic route construction technique is suggested

for networks with highly varying link quality. NS2-based simulations of a realistic network

scenario demonstrate that, in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio the intermediate recovery
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approach results in substantial improvement, close to 15 dB, in quality of video delivery.

Keywords: Multiple description coding, multipath routing, intermediate recovery,

multihop wireless networks, genetic algorithm, cross layer optimization

1. Introduction and Motivation

Due to the ever-increasing popularity of real-time multimedia applications, e.g., Internet

TV, video conferencing, and HD (high definition) streaming, there has been a growing de-

mand to enable the use of such applications over wireless networks. However, error prone

nature of wireless channels makes the transmission of such content rich media very difficult.

Another complexity involved, specially with videos, is the progressive nature of compression

schemes, due to which errors in one frame may propagate over several frames, thereby result-

ing in a poor video reception quality. Hence, there is an urgent need to develop new methods

to achieve error resilience for image/video content delivery over wireless mesh networks.

Multiple description coding (MDC) is a progressive scalable technique that offers grace-

ful degradation of video quality with channel errors. MDC does not rely on link layer ARQ

(automatic repeat request) or prioritized delivery of some content akin to layered coding.

In MDC, source media stream is broken into several substreams, called descriptions. De-

pending on the MDC type, the substreams may or may not be equally important – leading

to symmetric or asymmetric MDC, respectively. The descriptions are constructed such that

there is some correlation among them, to help recovery from partial losses. Correlation can

be naturally derived using spatial resolution in images/video, temporal resolution in video,

frequency content, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), etc., or it is artificially introduced by adding

redundancy, as in transform coding and quantization. The descriptions are transported over

different channels so that the chance of losing descriptions corresponding to the same sec-

tion of image/video is less. Besides improved error resilience, such use of path diversity

also warrants several advantages [1, 2, 3], namely, improved aggregate bandwidth, traffic

load balancing, and reduced latency. If an end user is unable to process all the descriptions

(e.g., due to memory constraints) or the transmitter is unable to send them all (say, due to

bandwidth constraints), the descriptions can be dropped.
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We observe that, by virtue of underlying link layer flow and error control, on each hop

adaptive MCS (modulation and coding scheme) and ARQ ensure low packet error rate.

We call them intra-packet recovery approaches. However, it is possible that, during some

transient phases, e.g., due to mobility, link adaptation may not respond fast, thereby causing

high packet losses. To this end, MDC works as a complementary approach to MCS and ARQ,

wherein lost packets are estimated from the correctly-received ones, which we call inter-packet

recovery. Thus, MDC can work effectively with limited MCS and ARQ in delay-constrained

video streaming applications.

1.1. MDC with intermediate recovery

In multipath transport (MPT) of MD coded packets, traditionally at the destination the

corrupted descriptions are reconstructed using the uncorrupted ones. Instead of recovering

at the destination (as in Figure 1(a)), if one can do it intermediately, there is a high chance

of improved performance. If we are to construct multipath routes for transmitting the
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Figure 1: Examples of MD coded transmission over multiple paths.

descriptions, to aid intermediate recovery they should be edge-disjoint but merge at specific

nodes (as in Figure 1(b)). This paper explores the concept of intermediate recovery over

optimized multipath routes.

Definition 1. Intermediate recovery is a process of recovering from channel errors in a de-

scription at an intermediate point, i.e., at a node before the destination, using the correlation

information present in the descriptions.

Consider the traditional MDC-MPT system (Figure 1(a)). Let the number of links in each

path between source s and destination t be two, and the probability of losing a description

over a link be φ. The probability of not receiving any description at t is 4φ2. In MDC-MPT

with intermediate recovery in (Figure 1(b)), at node i recovery of a lost description takes
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place. If the number of links in path between s and t is two (with one link between s and i

and the other between i and t), the probability of not receiving any description at t is 2φ2.

Clearly, this preliminary probabilistic analysis tells us that intermediate recovery achieves

significant performance gain.

1.2. Related work

Usefulness of multi-stream coding with MPT to overcome the transmission errors in ad

hoc networks was demonstrated in [4]. Different MDC techniques for image/video delivery

over wireless networks were surveyed in [5]. Optimum redundancy in MDC under various

channel fading conditions was investigated in [6]. However, MPT was not in the purview

of the work. Several variants of MDC-MPT were proposed in wireless networks [7, 8, 9],

where the effects of path diversity along with source diversity of image/video transmission

were studied. End-to-end distortion of MDC-MPT system was modeled in [10] as a function

of channel bandwidth, error rate, delay between two nodes, and delay jitter. For video

transmission over multi-channel multihop wireless networks, distributed packet scheduling

was considered in [11] to minimize the distortion and achieve user-level fairness. Another

study in [12] considered MD coded video transmission over 802.11 wireless mesh networks,

where maximally disjoint multipath was suggested for traffic load balancing purpose. These

works however considered packet overlap and recovery only at the destination; the virtues

of mesh network were not exploited.

On the multipath route search, sequential k-shortest path route construction was pro-

posed in [13]. An algorithm using k Dijkstra’s like computations was developed in [14] to

obtain k disjoint paths from a source s to a destination t in a non negatively weighted

directed graph that have the minimum total cost (sum of costs of all links in the paths).

The above algorithm was modified in [15] to calculate two disjoint paths with a minimum

total length from a node to all other nodes using a single Dijkstra like computation in

O
(
m log1+m

n
n
)

time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes in

the network. Since Dijkstra’s algorithm can be implemented using the technique in [15] in

O (min {m+ n log n,m log logC,m+ (n logC)0.5}), where C is the largest edge cost in the
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graph, the disjoint paths from a single node to all destinations with total minimum cost

can be constructed in the same time. A parallel version of the algorithm proposed in [16]

implemented it in n3/ log n processors and O
(
log2 n

)
time. A distributed algorithm was

presented in [17] to compute shortest disjoint path pairs from s to t with an implementa-

tion on a network having unit edge costs, achieving communication and time complexities

O(m+ δn) and O(δ2), respectively, where δ is the network diameter, and δ2 is the maximum

of the total number of links in the shortest disjoint pairs from i to t, for all i.

The work in [18] discussed cross-layer framework that enhances the network capacity by

increasing the number of video sources while preserving QoS constraint of each source in

wireless multimedia sensor network. The authors in [19] proposed an approach for layered

MDC video delivery in relay-assisted LTE-A (long term evolution-advanced) network. An

experimental demonstration of multipath SVC video streaming scheme was reported in [20].

Energy-efficiency gain with width-controllable mesh multipath routing in sensor network was

studied in [21]. From a more physical layer perspective, [22] studied cooperative relaying

in multihop networks and proposed a cross-layer framework that optimizes multipath rout-

ing, scheduling, rates, transmit powers, and selection of cooperative nodes to attain higher

throughputs. Mesh multipath routing has also been exploited [23] in avoiding compromized

nodes in secure routing.

In a multiuser multihop network, asymmetric MD coded video transmission was studied

in [24] with an objective of optimal rate allocation to different users to minimize packet losses

over unreliable links. In another application of MDC, H.264 coded video content delivery

to multiple users with varying link quality was considered over multihop routes [25], where

MDC rate control was practiced to adapt to channel errors and end-to-end delay constraints.

Network coding in conjunction with MDC was proposed in [9] for instant decoding of received

packets, resulting in improved quality of video streaming over wireless ad hoc networks. The

study in [26] showed that MDC improves quality of real-time multimedia communications

due to its error recovery potential under various network conditions. The authors in [27]

discussed a mechanism based on MDC and multiple gateways in wireless mesh networks to
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improve streaming video quality. In [28], adaptive delivery of layered scalable video coding

(SVC) or MDC video frames over wireless links was used to improve video quality. Network

adaptive MDC scheme was studied in [29] to improve delivered video quality over wireless.

In [30], a single description video content at the source was proposed to be transcoded to

MDC streams at an intermediate node to improve video transmission quality in multi-radio,

multipath environment. In contrast, in our proposed scheme transcoding MPEG4 video to

MDC streams is done at the source prior to transmission over the wireless mesh network.

In ad hoc networks, routing with multiple constraints is computationally intractable and a

complicated combinatorial optimization problem [31]. Genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic

approach that has been used to determine network topology in order to minimize average

delay [31] and for path discovery [32]. Real-time multimedia applications use GA to find

feasible paths in connectionless networks with multiple-constraints [33]. GA has also been

used for obtaining minimum cost tree in multicast routing problem [34]. In multicast routing,

GA based solutions minimize cost with constrained delay for multimedia applications [35]

and optimize network resources (bandwidth and delay) in uncertain network environments

[36].

The intermediate recovery concept was explored in [37, 38] by using a spatial interpolation

technique on lost descriptions. However, the routing performance optimization over random

network topologies was not conducted.

Overall, to our knowledge a detailed analytic study and optimization of MD coded trans-

mission over mesh networks for image/video content delivery is still missing in the literature.

1.3. Key contributions

In this paper, we explore optimal mesh routing over random wireless mesh networks for

efficient delivery of MD coded image/video content. In contrast to the approaches in [10, 7],

we model the MDC-MPT system with intermediate recovery using various physical layer

wireless link parameters. Our key contributions are as follows: (i) An analytical model is

developed to quantify the quality of image/video content delivery in a fading channel en-

vironment in terms of mean square error (MSE) distortion in a MDC-MPT system with
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intermediate recovery. (ii) A cross-layer optimization problem is formulated for multipath

route construction to aid intermediate recovery. Also an intermediate recovery aware route

construction heuristic is proposed for a two description (2D) MDC system. (iii) For jointly

minimizing delay and distortion in a network with high link performance variability, a ge-

netic algorithm (GA) technique is customized to the mesh route construction problem. (iv)

NS2 simulations on MDC-MPT are conducted with practical network system parameters

for transmission of standard video sequences. We show that the performance gain with in-

termediate recovery is higher when the error correction capability of the coding scheme is

increased. The analytical results with simplifying assumptions on the network settings indi-

cate that, having one recovery stage on a Lena image frame transmitted over long multipath

routes leads to about 9% decrease in the end-to-end distortion. Proposed mesh routing in

a realistic network environment verifies the analytic claim, where it is also shown that the

intermediate recovery performance gain increases with node density. Our simulation results

show close to 15 dB peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) gain in video reception quality.

It may be highlighted that, intermediate recovery of MD coded packets along multipath

routes serves a different goal in contrast with the joint network coding and routing [39] where

reduction of network bandwidth overhead is targeted at the cost of some additional nodal

computations.

1.4. Paper organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, analysis of end-to-end dis-

tortion of MD coded video over multihop wireless mesh routes with intermediate recovery

is presented. Section 3 presents the delay/distortion optimization problem formulations and

the associated heuristics. GA based mesh route construction strategies are outlined and

evaluated in Section 4. Numerical results and NS2 simulation based MDC-MPT system

performance are presented in Section 5. The concluding remarks are drawn in Section 6.
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2. Distortion Analysis

2.1. Distortion measure

We consider a two description (2D) MDC for image/video transmission (cf. Figure 2),

because most of the popularly used techniques are 2D systems. The consideration is also

 X    k{   }

 X    ^ (1)
k{   }

 X    ^ (2)
k{   }

 X    k
^ (0){   }

Channel 1

Channel 2

Source Encoder Decoder 0

Decoder 1

Decoder 2

Figure 2: Multiple description coding with two channels and three receivers.

motivated by the fact demonstrated in [40] that the increase in performance gain slows down

significantly as the number of descriptions is increased beyond two. The video reception

quality at the destination is described using standard MSE distortion, or sometimes by

PSNR. If R is the range of values a pixel can take, the relation between PSNR and MSE is:

PSNR = 10 log10

R2

MSE
(1)

Assume, the source data (e.g., video) {Xk} is fed into a MDC encoder to construct two de-

scriptions
{
X

(1)
k

}
and

{
X

(2)
k

}
, and are transmitted over two channels. Let P00, P01, P10, and

P11 be respectively the probabilities that both descriptions are available for decoding (i.e.,{
X̂

(0)
k

}
received), only the first description is available (

{
X̂

(1)
k

}
received), only the second

description is available (
{
X̂

(2)
k

}
received), and none of the descriptions are available. The

corresponding distortions are defined as: ð0 = D
({
X̂

(0)
k

}
, {Xk}

)
, ð1 = D

({
X̂

(1)
k

}
, {Xk}

)
,

ð2 = D
({
X̂

(2)
k

}
, {Xk}

)
, and ð3 = D ({Υk} , {Xk}), respectively, where {Υk} denotes both

descriptions are corrupted. Then, the average distortion D of the video can be expressed as:

D = P00ð0 + P01ð1 + P10ð2 + P11ð3 (2)

In symmetric MDC, ð1 = ð2. The values of ði, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, depend on the type of

MDC used. For all types of MDC, if D(·, ·) increases with the degradation of quality,
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ð3 � ð1,ð2 � ð0. For analysis of the 2D MDC-MPT performance, we consider a technique

for video, called multiple description transform coding (MDTC) [41]. Intermediate recovery

system would achieve a lower distortion as compared to the traditional one, irrespective

of the coding technique used, as long as the condition ð0 � ð1,ð2 � ð3 holds. In any

MDC scheme, the distortion introduced when no descriptions are lost is much less than the

distortion when one description is lost. But, the method of recovery of a lost description and

the associated amount of distortion introduced depend on the particular scheme in hand.

2.2. Network model

A mobile wireless mesh network is modeled as a stochastic directed graph G(V,E), where

V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. A directed edge from node i to j is denoted

by (i, j). Let the cost (in terms of delay) associated with (i, j) be cij, and the respective

paths taken by descriptions 1 and 2 be P1 and P2. For the analytic exposition, the number

of nodes encountered by the two descriptions (i.e., the number of hops) along the source-

to-destination path are assumed equal. If there are N intermediate recovery nodes in a

source-destination path pair, each path is divided into N + 1 segments. A segment is a path

fraction between a source (respectively, an intermediate recovery node) to the subsequent

intermediate recovery node (respectively, the destination). The kth segment in the lth path

is denoted by H l
k, for k = 1 to N + 1, l = 1, 2.

2.3. Wireless channel representation

Small-scale Rayleigh fading is accounted in every link (i, j), where the signal experiences

rapid fluctuations in a small period of time or space. The fading is assumed to be slow

with respect to the data transmission rate. In this case, success/failure of consecutive data

bits are not independent. The transmission errors in such a fading channel can be approx-

imately represented by a two state Markov model [42]. The channel can be seen as a two

state Gilbert Channel, with Good/Bad states (cf. Fig. 3). Over a link (i, j), if aij is the

transition probability from Good to Bad state and that from Bad to Good state is bij, with

fading margin F , Doppler frequency fd, and sampling interval T , the steady state link error
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bij

aij

aij1− 1−bijBadGood

Figure 3: Gilbert channel model.

probability is [42]:

φij = 1− bij
aij + bij

= 1− e−
1
F , (3)

with bij =
Q(θ, ρθ)−Q(ρθ, θ)

e1/F − 1
(4)

Here Q is the Marcum-Q function, θ =
√

2/F
1−ρ2 , and ρ = J0(2πfdT ). fd depends on the

relative velocity v between the nodes i and j and the signal wavelength λ as: fd = v
λ

cosϕ,

where ϕ is the signal incidence angle with respect to relative movement direction of the

receiver.

2.4. Aggregated wireless link model

In a 2D MDC-MPT system, the two transmission paths are designated by the superscript

l (= 1, 2). A description packet is corrupted when more than τ bits in it are in error. This

threshold τ depends on the error correction capability of the coding scheme. Referring to

Figure 3, over a link (i, j), the fraction of time spent in Bad state is φij. To reduce end-

to-end delay, we consider bit-level decoding only at the end node or at the intermediate

recovery nodes. Since the transmission across the segment H l
k, k = 1 to N + 1, l = 1, 2, is

successful only if all the links {(i, j) ∈ H l
k} are in Good state, the 2|H

l
k| channel states (two

corresponding to each link) can be lumped in one Good and one Bad state. The aggregated

Bad state corresponds to all the cases where there is at least one link in Bad state. Let the

transition probability from the aggregated Good state to aggregated Bad state, aggregated

Bad state to aggregated Good state, and the fraction of time spent by the segment H l
k in

the aggregated Bad state be alk, b
l
k, and Φl

k, respectively.
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Theorem 1. The state transition probabilities of the aggregated end-to-end link are:

alk = 1−
∏

(i,j)∈Hl
k

(1− aij), (5a)

Φl
k = 1−

∏
(i,j)∈Hl

k

(1− φij), (5b)

blk =
(1− Φl

k)a
l
k

Φl
k

(5c)

Proof. The aggregated link is in Good state if each of the individual channels are Good. So,

1−alk =
∏

(i,j)∈Hl
k

(1−aij). φlk is the fraction of time the aggregated link is Bad, i.e., Φl
k =

alk
alk+blk

.

The fraction of time the aggregated link is Good can be viewed as the product of fractions

of time the individual channels are Good, i.e., 1− Φl
k =

∏
(i,j)∈Hl

k

(1− φij). Hence (5c). �

2.5. Corruption probability of a description

Say, an error correction code can resolve up to τ errors in a description. Let Ψ(nc, L)

be the probability of nc out of total L bits in a description packet being correctly received

along the H l
k hop path in segment k of route l. With τ bits error correction capability, the

probability is:

P l
k

∆
= Pr(errors > τ) =

L∑
nf=τ+1

Ψ(nc, L) (6)

where nf = L− nc is the number of bits flipped over the path segment.

To obtain Ψ(nc, L), we denote the aggregated system state (Good/Bad) at the first bit

transmission as ζ(0) = g0 (respectively, ζ(0) = b0) and at the Lth bit transmission (out of

which nc bits are successful) as ζ(L) = gnc (respectively, ζ(L) = bnc). Thus, for example,

the transition probability from g0 to gnc is: Ωg0gnc
(L) = Pr {ζ(L) = gnc |ζ(0) = g0} . Via
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z-transform domain analysis for this general Markov process [43] and simplifying we have,

Ωg0gnc
(L) =



nc∑
n=1

(
nc

n

)(
L−nc−1
n−1

) (
alk
)n (

1− alk
)nc−n (blk)n (1− blk)L−nc−n , 0 < nc < L

0, nc = 0(
alk
)L
, nc = L

(7a)

Ωg0bnc
(L) =


nc∑
n=0

(
nc

n

)(
L−nc−1

n

) (
alk
)n+1 (

1− alk
)nc−n (blk)n (1− blk)L−nc−n−1

, 0 ≤ nc < L

0, nc = L

(7b)

Ωb0gnc
(L) =


nc−1∑
n=0

(
nc−1
n

)(
L−nc

n

) (
alk
)n (

1− alk
)nc−n−1 (

blk
)n+1 (

1− blk
)L−nc−n , 0 < nc ≤ L

0, nc = 0

(7c)

Ωb0bnc
(L) =



nc−1∑
n=0

(
nc−1
n

)(
L−nc

n+1

) (
alk
)n+1 (

1− alk
)nc−n−1 (

blk
)n+1 (

1− blk
)L−nc−n−1

, 0 < nc < L(
blk
)L
, nc = 0

0, nc = L

(7d)

Hence, Ψ(nc, L) can be obtained as:

Ψ(nc, L) =
(
1− Φl

k

) [
Ωg0gnc

(L) + Ωg0bnc
(L)
]

+ Φl
k

[
Ωb0gnc

(L) + Ωb0bnc
(L)
]

(8)

2.6. Probabilistic representation of intermediate recovery

The error state model of the intermediate recovery system is represented by the state

transition diagram in Figure 4. The possible states at an intermediate recovery node

S4

S2S1

3S

Figure 4: Intermediate recovery system state transitions. Transition probabilities at the kth segment of the

path are found in (9).
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can be: S1 (both descriptions are uncorrupted/recoverable), S2 (description 1 is uncor-

rupted/recoverable and description 2 is corrupted/unrecoverable), S3 (description 2 is uncor-

rupted/recoverable and description 1 is corrupted/unrecoverable), and S4 (both the descrip-

tions are corrupted/unrecoverable). The system begins at state S1 at the source. If along the

path between source and the next intermediate recovery node one of the descriptions gets

corrupted beyond recovery, the system moves into S2 or S3 (depending on which description

is lost). If both the descriptions are lost simultaneously the system moves to S4. Once the

system moves to either S2 or S3, the system can either stay in itself or go to S4. If the system

reaches state S2 or S3, the lost description is estimated and transmitted. This estimated

description is in a way the best estimate of the lost original description given the other,

and is a duplicate of the original uncorrupted description. The system cannot go back from

S2/S3 to S1 because there is loss of information which can be only partially recovered by the

estimate. Once the system reaches S4, it remains there for all subsequent state transition

opportunities, in which case the mean of the data is transmitted in place of the data itself

here. If the probability of loss of a description in a segment H l
k is P l

k, for k = 1 to N + 1,

l = 1, 2, the transition probability matrix Uk is given by:

Uk =
(1− P 1

k )(1− P 2
k ) P 2

k (1− P 1
k ) P 1

k (1− P 2
k ) P 1

kP
2
k

0 1− P 1
kP

2
k 0 P 1

kP
2
k

0 0 1− P 1
kP

2
k P 1

kP
2
k

0 0 0 1

 (9)

P l
k is obtained from (5), (6), (7), and (8). Transition probability matrix U for the overall

path is given by

U =
N+1∏
k=1

Uk (10)

In a 2D MDC system, (2) gives the end-to-end distortion for transmission over a given pair

of paths. Since the system starts in state S1 at the source, P00, P01, P10, and P11 are given

by the elements of first row of U , taken in order of the column number.
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With the above formulation of end-to-end distortion, some theoretical observations are

made in this Section, where for simplicity channel with homogeneous error rate on all links

is assumed and no forward error correction capability (i.e., τ = 0) is considered at the packet

level.

Theorem 2. Without intermediate recovery, end-to-end distortion D increases with the

number of hops H in a path.

Proof. This is proved by showing that the derivative ofD with respect toH is always positive.

In symmetric MDC, over a single segment the probability of corruption of the descriptions

is the same, i.e., P 1
k = P 2

k = P (say). From (2), the end-to-end distortion D can be written

as:

D = (1− P )2ð0 + 2P (1− P )ð1 + P 2ð3 (11)

Differentiating D with respect to P and upon rearranging the terms we have:

dD
dP

= 2(1− P )(ð1 − ð0) + 2P (ð3 − ð1)

Since ð3 � ð1 � ð0, ð1 − ð0 and ð3 − ð1 are positive quantities. Also, (1 − P ) is always

positive. Hence, dD
dP

> 0.

With homogeneous error rate along all links, aij = a; bij = b ∀(i, j) ∈ E. With τ = 0 we

have from (3), φ = a
a+b

. So, the corruption probability of an L bit description packet over

H-hop path segment, represented by (6), is reduced to:

P = 1− (1− φ)H(1− a)(L−1)H (12)

Differentiating P with respect to H, and noting that φ and a are less than 1,

dP

dH
= −(1− φ)H(1− a)(L−1)H(ln(1− φ) + (L− 1) ln(1− a)) > 0 (13)

Therefore, dD
dH

= dD
dP

dP
dH

> 0. When L > 1 and τ > 0, the analytical expression for

distortion becomes quite complex.

For τ > 0, simulations on MATLAB are done to verify Theorem 2. Figure 5 shows

the distortion performances of 2-D MDC-MPT and repetition coding [44], respectively, over
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symmetric 2-path routes. Doppler spread and symbol duration product is fdTs = 0.0004128.

The end-to-end distance is varied from 1 to 50 hops. (In this paper, without loss of generality

we have considered Ts = T , the channel sampling interval.) It is noticed that MDC-MPT re-
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Figure 5: Variation of distortion versus end-to-end distance (hop count). F = 25 dB, fdTs = 0.0004128,

L = 1000 bits, τ = 25 bits.

sults in lower distortion than repetition coding beyond short (one-hop) source-to-destination

distance. This is because, beyond one-hop distance the benefit of intermediate recovery in

MDC-MPT can be achieved – which supersedes the gain due to repetition coding. Thus,

the proposed MDC-MPT scheme outperforms the trivial repetition coding (in terms of lower

distortion) by using half the network resource (bandwidth). �

Theorem 3. For minimal distortion, the intermediate recovery node should be placed equidis-

tant from the source and destination.

Proof. For the sections of path between source to intermediate recovery node and interme-

diate recovery node to destination, let the probabilities of corruption of a description be

℘1 and ℘2. It is assumed that the paths for both the descriptions are symmetric, i.e., the

number of hops in both the paths is the same (say κ). Let the intermediate recovery node be

placed H hops away from the source. End-to-end distortion D as a function of H, in terms

of ℘1 and ℘2 is given by:

D =(1− ℘1)2(1− ℘2)2ð0 +
[
℘2

1 + ℘2
2 − ℘2

1℘
2
2

]
ð3

+ 2 [(1− ℘1)(1− ℘2)(℘1 + ℘2)]ð1
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Differentiating D with respect to H, dD
dH

= 2ξ1
d℘1

dH
+ 2ξ2

d℘2

dH
, where,

ξ1 =− (1− ℘1)(1− ℘2)2ð0 + ℘1ð3 − ℘1℘
2
2ð3

+ (1− ℘2)(1− 2℘1 − ℘2)ð1

ξ2 =− (1− ℘2)(1− ℘1)2ð0 + ℘2ð3 − ℘2℘
2
1ð3

+ (1− ℘1)(1− 2℘2 − ℘1)ð1

d2D
dH2

=
dξ1

dH

d℘1

dH
+ ξ1

d2℘1

dH2
+
dξ2

dH

d℘2

dH
+ ξ2

d2℘2

dH2
(14)

With homogeneous error rate along all links, aij = a; bij = b ∀(i, j) ∈ E. For τ =

0, from (3), φ = a
a+b

. Then, considering again description of size L bits, the corruption

probabilities of the descriptions ℘1 and ℘2 are given by ℘1 = 1 − (1 − φ)H(1 − a)(L−1)H ,

℘2 = 1− (1− φ)κ−H(1− a)(L−1)(κ−H).

We have, d℘1

dH
= −d℘2

dH
, and ℘1 = ℘2 for κ = 2H. It easy to show that the first derivative

of D is zero at H = κ
2

and the second derivative at H = κ
2

is positive under the assumption

that ð3 � ð1 � ð0. �

The numerically computed plot in Figure 6 clearly shows, the end-to-end distortion is
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Figure 6: Effect of intermediate recovery position. κ = 11, F = 25 dB, fdTs = 4.128× 10−4, L = 1000 bits,

τ = 25 bits.

minimized when the recovery node is approximately equi-spaced between the source and

destination.

Corollary 1. The intermediate nodes should be equi-spaced between source and destination

to obtain minimum distortion.
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Proof. It is intuitive from Theorem 3 that, with more than one intermediate recovery nodes

along the multipath routes, for minimal distortion the intermediate recovery node between

two consecutive disjoint multipath segments should be equi-spaced from the segment-end

nodes. This, by extension, leads to conclude that the intermediate recovery nodes should be

equi-spaced between the source and the destination. �

3. MPT Route Setup for MDC Transmission with Intermediate Recovery

The distortion analysis in Section 2 gave an important quantitative insight to the benefit

of mesh multipath routing with intermediate recovery, where for analytical tractability the

formulation assumed regular network topology with equal number of hops and the possibility

of any number of optimally-located intermediate recovery points over the multipath route.

However, in a realistic network setting the availability of such idealized routes with equal

number of hops along multiple paths and optimally positioned intermediate recovery points

are quite difficult.

In a more practical scenario, the route length of the multiple paths are expected to be

different, which, besides impacting the distortion performance, also introduces additional

delay due to intermediate recovery. The above analysis therefore does not capture and hence

does not optimize the end-to-end distortion and delay tradeoff.

In this section, we reconsider the intermediate recovery from a more realistic network

setting perspectives, where the end-to-end delay is additionally accounted along with the

distortion. A major task here is the optimal route construction to extract the benefit of

intermediate recovery.

A good route for MDC with intermediate recovery should have low delay, low distortion,

disjointed links, mesh, low computation. Accordingly, multipath construction for interme-

diate recovery is modeled as a cross-layer optimization problem in which the objective is a

complex function of wireless channel parameters and application content. This application-

aware optimization is ideal owing to the changing dynamics of wireless ad hoc mesh networks.

Let D = [ð0 ð1 ð2 ð3] and P = [P00 P01 P10 P11]. In order to define paths, two flow
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variables xlij, l = 1, 2 for every (i, j) ∈ E are introduced:

xlij =

1 if (i, j) ∈ Pl,

0 otherwise

where Pl is the path taken by the corresponding description. Also a set S which contains all

the intermediate recovery nodes and the source is defined as follows:

S =

i :
∑

l;j:(i,j)∈E

xlij = 2


Any path in the network can be characterized using the introduced variables. In this section

we assume that the processing delay at every node is negligible. In practice, the time taken by

both the descriptions to reach the recovery node is different. Also, there may be difference in

path lengths of the two end-to-end routes. This means that the description that has arrived

earlier has to wait for the other description to arrive so that the process of recovery can

begin. Therefore, the total source s to destination t end-to-end delay is:

Delay =
N+1∑
k=1

max

 ∑
(i,j)∈H1

k

cij,
∑

(i,j)∈H2
k

cij


The path construction optimization problem OPT-DIST which minimizes distortion subject
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to a delay constraint is formulated as follows:

Minimize: D = DP ′

s.t.
∑

j:(i,j)∈E

xlij −
∑

j:(i,j)∈E

xlji =


1, i = s, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

−1, i = t, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

0, otherwise

∑
j:(i,j)∈E

xlij =

≤ 1, if i 6= t, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

0, if i = t, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

x1
ijx

2
ij = 0,∀(i, j) ∈ E

|S| = N + 1

xlij ∈ {0, 1},∀(i, j) ∈ E, l = 1, 2

Delay < T

where P ′ is the transpose of P . The first constraint defines the flow for each particular

description at source, destination, and other nodes over each of the paths. The difference

between outgoing and incoming flow for each description is negative at the destination and

positive at the source. At all other nodes, whether they are recovery nodes or not, this

difference is zero. The second constraint enforces that, at the destination there is no outgoing

flow. It also makes sure that at all nodes other than the destination, the outgoing flow for

each description is at most one. These two constraints are required to obtain simple paths.

The third constraint ensures that the paths obtained are link-disjoint (since a link can be

used by only one of the two descriptions at a time, the product of the flow variables over link

is zero). Almost all multimedia applications related to video are delay sensitive. Hence the

last constraint, which also accounts for the additional delay due to intermediate recovery. A

corresponding optimization problem OPT-DELAY to minimize delay subject to a distortion

constraint can be similarly constructed.

The objective function in the above optimization problem is highly complex function of

the path parameters. In particular, the objective function in OPT-DIST is a ratio of higher
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order exponentials in path variables with non-linear constraints. Also, a simpler version of

OPT-DELAY without any constraint on distortion was proven to be NP-Complete [45].

We observe that, since one description has to wait for another to arrive before the in-

termediate recovery, path pairs of two different segments need not be node-disjoint – so

that the delay and delay difference (i.e., waiting time) is reduced. Enforcing node- and

link-disjointedness constraints otherwise add more delay and complexity to the optimization

problem. Also, from Theorem 2, distortion increases with the number of hops. So, consid-

ering a homogeneous error rate along each link across the network, a path pair taken by

the descriptions that minimizes the total number of hops would give a low distortion. To

address the above concerns of constrained distortion/delay optimization in route construc-

tion, two heuristics are developed to minimize delay and distortion, respectively, without

any constraints on the other parameter, with the expectation that minimizing one would

tend to minimize the other.

3.1. Route construction heuristics: MIN-DIST and MIN-DELAY

Algorithm 1 captures the developed heuristic routing strategy MIN-DELAY. It first cal-

culates the shortest pair of disjoint paths (in terms of edge cost) between all node pairs in

the network. This information is passed to all the other nodes. A node thereafter iterates

over all possible N -tuples (for N intermediate recovery nodes) to find the tuple that mini-

mizes delay. Clearly, if the number of intermediate recovery nodes is increased, the iteration

step becomes more time consuming. A similar algorithm MIN-DIST can be developed to

minimize distortion with a small modification by making all the edge weights 1 (where path

delay cost is now the hop count).

Theorem 4. The MIN-DELAY algorithm takes O(nN+2) +nS(n,m) time to compute paths

between all node pairs in a network, where m is the number of edges, n is the total number

of nodes, N is the number of intermediate recovery nodes along a source-to-destination path,

and S(·, ·) represents the complexity of a single run of the Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Proof. If a single run of Dijkstra’s algorithm takes S(n,m) time, then by [15] the first step

of the algorithm takes O(nS(n,m)) time. However this step has to be done once for all
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Algorithm 1 Routing Strategy: MIN-DELAY
H . It is the array containing the shortest pair of disjoint paths from every node to every other

node in G

procedure FindPath(G, s, t,N)

minDelay ← −1

path← NULL

for all (v1, .., vN ) ∈ V N , vi 6= vj , ∀i 6= j, vi 6= s, t do

currPath← {H[s][v1], H[v1][v2], · · · , H[vN ][t]}

currDelay ← Delay(currPath)

if minDelay == −1||currDelay ≤ minDelay then

path← currPath

minDelay ← currDelay

end if

end for

return path

end procedure

nodes periodically. The iteration over all intermediate recovery nodes takes O(nN) time

for a particular source destination pair. For all possible pairs, the iteration takes O(nN+2)

time. �

It may be noted that, the above routing technique is not scalable, as it iterates over all

possible combinations of intermediate recovery nodes. With a prior knowledge of the ideal

locations of these nodes, the complexity could be reduced significantly. From Theorem 3 and

Corollary 1, the ideal positions of recovery nodes are known. The first term of the complexity

can be reduced by searching around those positions. Then, only the second term dominates.

3.2. Performance of routing heuristics

The MIN-DIST heuristic was implemented in C++ and tested on a network with different

number of nodes that were uniformly randomly distributed in a 100× 100 square units area.

Nodal coverage range was taken 15 units. The routing was tested for all nodes that are at
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least 30 units apart. The network was assumed to have homogeneous link error rate, with

the same Gilbert channel parameters fdTs = 0.0004128 and F = 25 dB. The description

error threshold was taken to be 1%. The link weights (delay) were uniformly randomly

distributed between 1 and 5. Fig. 7(a) shows an example of constructed traditional disjoint

MPT between a source-destination pair. For the same node pair, the constructed multipaths

with one intermediate recovery stage is shown in Fig. 7(b).
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Figure 7: Example MDC-MPT scenarios and node density dependence of intermediate recovery performance.

Figure 7(c) shows the percentage of connections achieving a reduced distortion with in-

termediate recovery. Note that, the percentage of path pairs achieving a reduced distortion

with more intermediate recovery nodes is low. In fact, we observed that when the inter-

mediate recovery nodes is increased from 2 to 3, the additional reduction of distortion was

not appreciable at all. This is because, with the increased number of intermediate recovery

nodes in a randomly deployed network, the edge-disjoint paths between them gets longer.

With more wireless edges along the path, the gain of intermediate recovery is nulled by

higher transmission errors. Also, at low node density the performance is poor, because the

routing strategy fails to find suitable edge disjoint paths to reduce distortion. Testing for

globally optimum paths to check the efficiency of our routing scheme is not feasible due to

its computational complexity.

Table 1: Performance gain with one intermediate recovery stage.

Number of nodes 50 75 100

PSNR gain 0.79 0.80 0.72

Table 1 shows the PSNR gain with a single intermediate recovery stage relative to a
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system having no intermediate recovery. At any recovery stage, if the number of bit errors

in a description is greater than τ , it is considered corrupted and discarded. It may be

noted that, while the PSNR gain is apparently low, 0.5 dB gain in PSNR is discernible

in multimedia applications [46]. By application of better routing strategies that can find

paths of nearly equal length as that of a traditional MDC-MPT system, the performance

is expected to increase further. More on multipath route construction will be discussed in

Sections 4 and 5.

3.3. Effect of randomness on the heuristic algorithms

Intuitively, minimizing the distortion (equivalently, minimizing total path length) should

also minimize the delay. So, it is expected that the path obtained from MIN-DIST heuristic

will have a reasonably small delay. To test this hypothesis, a similarity index is defined.

Definition 2. Similarity index in a random network is defined as the percentage of various

source-destination connections having delay less than or equal to a given delay threshold.
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Figure 8: Similarity index comparison under different network conditions.

Figure 8 shows the similarity index with different variances of link weights of a 150 node

network deployed in 100×100 square units area, where variance in link weight is an indicator

of the difference in link quality due to different inter-nodal distance and/or channel fading

related inhomogeneous link conditions. When the variance is low, minimizing distortion

essentially minimizes delay. However, when the variance is high, there is a huge gap in the

similarity indices. Hence, in networks that are more random in link performance charac-

teristics, minimizing either of distortion/delay does not guarantee that the other variable is
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bounded. As a result, in a random network with widely varying link qualities, if, for example,

MIN-DIST heuristic is used to construct multiple routes, the end node would receive video

frames of good resolution, but the overall video reception quality may not be acceptable due

to high packet delivery delay and delay jitter. This observation calls for alternative improved

solutions for joint guarantee of delay and distortion bounds. GA based search techniques

are explored in the next section in response to this problem.

4. Genetic Algorithms (GA) based Suboptimal Mesh Routing Strategy

GA are meta-heuristic techniques that mimic the process of natural selection to solve

discrete optimization problems. GA is particularly interesting in our current problem because

they work well when the search domain’s size and/or complexity is too high for an analytic

solution.

Formulation of solution space and defining the nature of genetic operators is the most

challenging part in GA. In this section we explain how the representation is realized in

constructing meshed multipath, with one intermediate recovery node only, for low distortion

and delay.

Genome: For 2D MDC-MPT route construction with one intermediate recovery node, each

genome contains genetic information in the form of four lists, one corresponding to each of

the four path segments: subpaths between source and intermediate recovery of the disjoint

path pair (Path11 and Path21, respectively), subpaths between intermediate recovery node

and destination in the disjoint path pair (Path12 and Path22, respectively).

Mutation: Mutation of a genome is performed with probability of pm which is usually kept

low. It (cf. Algorithm 2) involves six steps: (i) one of the four subpaths of the genome is

randomly selected; (ii) one of the links in the subpath, e, is randomly selected and deleted

from the graph; (iii) all links in the other disjoint subpath of the current path are deleted from

the graph (e.g., if Path11 was the chosen subpath, all the links from Path12 are deleted);

(iv) shortest path between the first node of e to the last node of the selected subpath is

computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm; (v) this computed path is appended in place of the
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portion between e and last node in the original chosen subpath; (vi) all the deleted links are

replaced in the original graph.

Crossover: This operation (cf. Algorithm 3) is performed with probability pc and in three

steps: (i) one subpath from each of the parent genes is chosen at random; (ii) these subpaths

are traversed to find two common nodes, if any; (iii) the path portion between these two

common nodes is interchanged to obtain the two children.

Objective functions: To effect OPT-DIST, fitness of a genome can be measured as the

distortion corresponding to a path pair when the delay constraint is met, and a high penalty

if the delay constraint is not met. A similar fitness function for OPT-DELAY can be defined.

However, in cases where there is no path satisfying the requirement, the result is random.

To avoid such a situation, a composite of delay and distortion of the corresponding genome,

say, A(Delay) +B(Distortion), or DelayaDistortionb, etc., can be used, where A,B, a, and

b are some constants. In the current study, we consider a product-form objective function:

Delay.Distortion.

4.1. Genetic algorithm

The GA adopted in the problem in hand uses overlapping populations, i.e., a pre-specified

portion of the population is replaced at every generation as opposed to the traditional Gold-

berg algorithm. It also is elitist in approach wherein the best individual of a generation is

carried over to the next generation. In each generation the algorithm creates a temporary

population of individuals, adds these to the previous population, then removes the worst

individuals in order to return the population to its original size. So the new offspring may or

may not make it into the population, depending on whether they are better than the worst

in the population.

4.2. Complexity analysis

Theorem 5. Complexity of mutation operator is S(n,m), the complexity of a single Dijk-

stra’s computation.
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Proof. The dominating operator in the Algorithm 2 is computation of shortest paths in a

reduced graph G with say m′ edges. Since m < m′, S(n,m′) ⊂ S(n,m). �

Theorem 6. Complexity of crossover operator is O(N1 + N2), where N1 and N2 are the

number of edges in subpaths chosen for cross over.

Proof. The dominating operator in crossover is finding two common nodes in the subpaths.

Using hash tables, this can be achieved in O(N1 +N2) time. �

Theorem 7. Finding a path pair using the GA structure explained above takes approximately

O (n2M), where M is the maximum of number of nodes in subpaths involved in crossovers.

Proof. Let, the size of initial population be N , the number of generations be G, and the

replacement ratio be pr. So, in a generation, the number of mutations = pmN ; the number of

crossovers = pcpr
(N

2

)
. Then, the time complexity of GA = G

[
pmNS(n,m) + pcpr

(N
2

)
O(N1 +N2)

]
.

Since G, pc, pr are constants for steady state GA, and pm is a small number that can be ig-

nored,

Time complexity of GA =

(
N
2

)
O(N1 +N2)

Since, N1, N2 < n, O(N1 + N2) ⊂ O(M). Assuming the intermediate recovery nodes are

equally represented in the initial population, N = O(n). Hence, the total complexity is

O (n2M). �

It may be noted that, the complexity of finding path pair between all node pairs is

O (n4M), which is much higher than the estimated complexity in GA-based approach. How-

ever, the complexity estimate in Theorem 7 is an overestimate because pc and pr are small

quantities. This complexity, is significantly higher than the complexity of the heuristics.

4.3. GA implementation results

A GA-based MDC-MPT route construction for intermediate recovery was implemented

in C++ using GALib (http://lancet.mit.edu/ga/) – a library for genetic algorithms. This

routing strategy was tested on networks with similar parameters as in Section 3.2. The

number of generations considered was 75, where it was observed that in almost all cases
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the algorithm converged in 10-20 iterations. This is also evident from Fig. 9. The link

delay variance was fixed at 10 units. Delay and distortion were computed from one node

to all other nodes of the network and then averaged. The results clearly demonstrate that,

iteration-wise (generation-wise) GA converges quite sharply.
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Figure 9: The impact of increasing number of GA iterations (generations) on the values of: (a) Standard

deviation within a population; (b) Maximum, minimum, and mean value of population score

Table 2 compares different routing strategies on a network of size 150 nodes in a 100×100

square units area. Clearly, MIN-DIST gives paths of high delay and low distortion, whereas

Table 2: Performance of different routing strategies.

Routing strategy Delay MSE distortion

MIN-DIST 34.8112 32.1909

MIN-DELAY 18.119 34.535

GA 21.9597 32.7261

MIN-DELAY heuristic offers the other extreme, i.e., low delay but high distortion. Using

either one of them creates problems for the end user. However, GA provides a path that is

an intermediary between that of MIN-DIST and MIN-DELAY both in terms of delay and

distortion.

Figure 10 shows delay and distortion of different routing strategies implemented on net-

works of sizes 50, 75, 100, and 150 nodes. The routing strategies were tested for commu-

nications from a single specific node located at the center of the network area, i.e., at (50,

50) to all other randomly located nodes, and the delay and distortion were averaged. It

is clearly observed that, GA-based joint distortion and delay optimized routing constructs
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Figure 10: Variation of delay and distortion with node density in different routing strategies: (a) delay; (b)

distortion.

meshed path that offers intermediate distortion and delay performance compared to that in

MIN-DIST and MIN-DELAY. Furthermore, for small node densities GA provides significant

improvement in delay with a marginal distortion tradeoff, which demonstrates utility of the

heuristic approach. An additional observation is concavity of delay and the associated distor-

tion measure, which can be explained in context of the overheads in mesh networks. Due to

frequent changes in network topology and increased communication overhead, there may be

delay or even drop in data packets. Additionally, transmission and queueing delays affect the

overall end-to-end delay [47]. When the network is less dense, the route construction com-

plexity is less, and so is queueing delay due to less interfering (highly dispersed) neighbors.

As the node density increases, the end-to-end delay increases. However, beyond a point the

alternatives for better routes (lower transmission and queueing delay) arise, thereby reducing

the effective delay in the network due to close proximity of nodes and multiplicity of possible

paths between the end nodes.

5. System Performance Results

In this section we study the performance of MDC-MPT system with intermediate recov-

ery. It is assumed that the paths taken by the descriptions are constructed beforehand.

5.1. Numerical results

In the numerical results, we assume that the path taken by the descriptions has 33

intermediate nodes and homogeneous link errors. In the default system with carrier frequency
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= 1850 MHZ, each wireless link is considered to have a Doppler spread and symbol time

product fdTs = 0.0004128. This corresponds to a system with data rate = 256 Kbps and

mobile velocity = 10 kmph. The MDTC transform matrix used is T = [α, 1/2α;−α, 1/2α],

with α = 1.2, corresponding to 10% MDTC redundancy. The ratio of variances of the

descriptions is 453, which is computed from the Lena image with the chosen transform

matrix. The impact of MDTC transform coefficient, α, on PSNR in MDC-MPT system

with and without intermediate recovery is shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11: Impact of MDTC coefficient α on PSNR for MDC-MPT system with and without intermediate

recovery (IR).

Figure 12 shows the average MSE distortion in (2) (plotted as 10 log10(MSE)) versus

number of intermediate recovery nodes with increasing MDTC redundancy [6] in two different

wireless systems. System 1 is the default one, and System 2 is the one with a data rate = 54

Mbps, carrier frequency = 2.4 GHz, mobility speed = 10 kmph. The error threshold τ was

taken to be 5% (50 bits in a total of 1000 bits). The intermediate recovery nodes were placed

equidistant from each other. The case of zero intermediate recovery nodes corresponds to the

traditional MDC-MPT. Compared to the traditional MDC-MPT, one intermediate recovery

stage offers a gain about 9.2%. The gain however reduces as the number of recovery stages

increases. For example, with two intermediate recovery stages, the additional gain is about

6%. System 2 has a higher distortion due to higher description losses at a higher data rate.

Additionally, the systems’ distortion reduces as MDTC redundancy increases redundancy.
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Figure 13(a) shows the average distortion performance versus fading margin. The error

threshold is 2.5% (25 bits in a total of 1000 bits). Above fading margin 15 dB, MDC-MPT

with intermediate recovery shows appreciably better performance over traditional MDC-

MPT. At a small fading margin the channel remains in Bad state longer, hence the probability

of losing both descriptions is high, thereby giving limited gain with intermediate recovery.

Figure 13(b) shows that, for the same error threshold (2.5%), the effect of mobility on the
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Figure 13: Comparison of MDC-MPT with intermediate recovery with traditional MDC-MPT: (a) at different

fading margins; (b) at different relative mobility; (c) at different error thresholds τ (number of error correction

bits).

intermediate recovery system is lower than that in traditional MDC-MPT. At higher mobility,

Doppler spread increases, thereby increasing the chance of error. Hence the distortion at

higher velocities is higher. Figure 13(c) on average distortion versus error threshold shows,
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MDC-MPT with intermediate recovery performs better than the traditional one. Increasing

error tolerance of the system decreases the distortion, because at a lower threshold the

description is discarded sooner for a fewer number of bit errors.

5.2. Simulation settings and results

To test intermediate recovery performance on video delivery, we have implemented 2D

MDC-MPT without/with intermediate recovery in NS2. A raw video (.yuv) file is temporally

sub-sampled into two descriptions. The descriptions are correlated because of the natural

temporal correlation in a video. The raw descriptions are then encoded to standard MPEG4

using FFMPEG framework (http://ffmpeg.org/). Using a multimedia packager MP4BOX

(http://gpac.wp.mines-telecom.fr/mp4box/), these files are converted to standard compliant

ISO media files. A hint track which contains information on packetizing the data is also

added at this stage. Hinting helps the servers to stream without actually understanding the

underlying architecture of the media files. Hinting sets the Maximum Transmission Unit

(MTU) for transmission. Using Evalvid framework – a video quality evaluation tool-set

(http://www.tkn.tu-berlin.de/menue/research/evalvid/) – a traffic trace file corresponding

to actual data transmission, containing ID, video frame type (I, P, or B), packet size, and

designated sending time is generated. Motivated by the fact that there may not be end-to-

end bandwidth guarantee over the multihop networks, e.g., in MANETs, for fast delivery of

video streaming content we consider UDP as the transport later protocol. By the in-build

link layer ARQ and MCS, intra-packet recovery is attempted. Despite this recovery attempt,

during the transient mobility phases, packets can be in error at the transport layer. MDC

is used to help in recovery of these lost packets at the MDC decoding stage. UDP traffic

similar to the video traffic trace is generated and sent to the destination over the wireless

links in NS2. An 802.11 MAC (802.11p [48] for high mobility nodes) and wireless physical

layer is set as the transmission medium [49]. To simulate channel fading in NS2, CMU’s

Ricean model is used.

We use NOAH (no ad hoc routing agent) protocol (http://icapeople.epfl.ch/widmer/uwb/ns-

2/noah/) for routing purposes, and the routing is manually configured. This allows us to
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study our considered routing strategies (MIN-DIST and MIN-DELAY) for MDC-MPT with-

out/with intermediate recovery, instead of working with the default routing strategies in NS2.

Using a receiver trace that contains information on packet losses, a corrupted .mp4 file

is generated and decoded to .yuv format using FFMPEG decoder. Error concealment is

done as in standard MPEG decoding (if a frame is heavily corrupted, it is replaced by the

correlated frame of other description) and the resultant descriptions are merged, as discussed

in, [50]. The intermediate recovery is similar as the decoding process, with the difference

that the descriptions after error concealment are transmitted further.

The intermediate recovery performance on video delivery is evaluated in terms of PSNR

in dB. The studies in [51] showed that subjective video quality can be derived from PSNR.

Further, it was shown in [52] that when a video is encoded at full frame rate and codec is

fixed, then PSNR follows a monotonic relationship with subjective quality. In our study,

the test video sequences are encoded at highest frame rate (30 fps), and the codec used is

MPEG4. Hence, the PSNR values for the video delivery in our simulation study reflect the

subjective video quality.

The default system parameters for NS2 simulation of 2D MDC video transmission are as

follows. Akiyo, Foreman, and Soccer video sequences (with respective rates 4.01 Mbps, 2.95

Mbps, and 2.38 Mbps), each with resolution 352× 288 (CIF); number of frame transmitted:

300; frame rate 30 fps; MTU size 1024 Bytes; MAC type 802.11 (802.11p [48] for high mobility

scenarios); carrier frequency 5 GHz; channel bandwidth 10 MHz; maximum velocity: varied,

5 to 120 kmph; nodal transmit power: varied, 0.05 to 1.0 W; average internodal distance

150 m.

In a network with 75 nodes deployed in uniform random topology, maximum node veloc-

ity 50 kmph, and 0.2818 W transmit power (with 250 m communication range), the PSNR

of Akiyo video with traditional MPT has been 18.26 dB, whereas the PSNR with one inter-

mediate recovery stage is 33.18 dB. With the same network settings, the PSNR of Foreman

video with traditional MPT is 17.56 dB, whereas with one intermediate recovery it is 32.38

dB. In Soccer video, the respective values are respectively 20.71 dB 38.47 dB. Two represen-
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tative received frames for the three video sequences are shown in 14(a) and 14(b). Thus, a

Figure 14: MDC-MPT performance example: Two sample frames of Akiyo, Foreman, and Soccer sequences

significant improvement in video delivery quality is observed (14.92 dB, 14.78 dB, and 17.76

dB respectively, for the three representative video sequences) with intermediate recovery.

Figure 15(a) shows the reception quality (PSNR) of the Akiyo, Foreman, and Soccer

sequences versus transmit power. Despite the fact that in both cases (traditional and in-

termediate recovery MDC-MPT) the number of errors reduces and PSNR improves with

increased transmit power, the PSNR performance is significantly better with intermediate

recovery at all transmit power, with an average PSNR gain of 15.58 dB in comparison to

traditional MDC-MPT. This gain can be attributed to the fact that lost video descriptions

are replaced with corresponding description from a neighboring frame (advantageous due to

temporal correlation between frames), which leads to a higher probability of receiving the

video descriptions at the destination.

We remark that, the intermediate recovery is an additional error concealment attempt

besides a similar step taken at the destination. On the contrary, the traditional MDC-

MPT scheme merely delivers the video packets over link-disjoint paths – without any such
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description recovery anywhere along the route, and thus it attempts the error concealment

only at the destination.
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Figure 15: PSNR of Akiyo , Foreman, and Soccer sequences plotted against (a) transmit power; (b) maximum

node velocity, at transmit power 0.2818 W. Random network with 75 nodes. IR: intermediate recovery

Figure 15(b) shows PSNR versus maximum velocity, representing the fast fading effect.

Intuitively, the PSNR decreases with increased velocity. Even though at low velocities fading

does not significantly affect the transmission, MDC-MPT with intermediate recovery out-

performs the traditional MDC-MPT. At higher velocities, when there are many transmission

errors, performance with intermediate recovery degrades at a slower rate compared to the

traditional MDC-MPT.

PSNR of the video frames is shown for Akiyo video sequence in Fig. 16(a), Foreman

sequence in Fig. 16(b), and Soccer sequence in Fig. 16(c). It can be observed that MDC-
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Figure 16: PSNR of video frames in (a) Akiyo, (b) Foreman, and (c) Soccer sequences for a traditional,

MDC-MPT (no intermediate recovery (IR)), and MDC-MPT with IR system in a network of randomly

distributed 75 nodes

MPT with intermediate recovery ensures an overall improvement of PSNR on average by

46.72% as compared to MDC-MPT without intermediate recovery and 59.94% as compared

to a traditional (no MPT and no intermediate recovery) system. Hence, this result clearly

reflects the merit of intermediate recovery in terms of improving the video streaming quality

in MANETs.

Table 3 shows the average PSNR values and mean opinion score (MOS) (from 5 simulation

iterations) for transmission from a node at the center (50, 50) in a random deployment

scenario. The average increase in decodable frames count and the average decrease in packet

loss at the destination node with intermediate recovery as compared to the traditional MDC-

MPT schemes are also given in the table.
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Table 3: Average PSNR and MOS values of MDC-MPT without and with intermediate recovery (IR), and

average increase in decodable frames and decrease in packet loss due to IR in random network

Node MDC-MPT, no IR MDC-MPT, no IR Increased

de-

cod-

able

Decreased

packet

MDC-MPT with IR MDC-MPT with IR

density (PSNR in dB) (MOS) frames

with

IR

loss

with

IR

(PSNR in dB) (MOS)

AkiyoForemanSoccer AkiyoForemanSoccer (%) (%) AkiyoForemanSoccer AkiyoForemanSoccer

75 18.06 17.09 19.57 2.60 2.51 2.74 67.32 79.27 33.39 32.82 37.68 3.91 3.52 4.03

100 18.78 18.58 20.43 2.74 2.61 2.83 75.79 82.22 34.71 34.47 39.61 3.98 3.79 4.14

150 19.17 19.04 21.18 2.78 2.72 2.87 81.54 91.19 35.76 35.01 41.05 4.11 3.91 4.28

Increased node density results in a higher PSNR gain and improved subjective quality

(higher MOS), which is due to the possibility of finding a better route with more number of

nodes deployed in the network. A significant gain in PSNR is apparent with intermediate

recovery. It is also noted from Table 3 that, compared to traditional MDC-MPT, on average

intermediate recovery results in 74.85% more decodable frames, and an average decrease in

packet loss by 84.23%. Since standard MPEG coding uses much complex and efficient error

correcting scheme (e.g., it exploits spatial/temporal correlations) as compared to a simple

model in our numerical results, the benefit of intermediate recovery can be better exploited

in practical systems.

6. Conclusion

In this work, MDC-MPT system performance for image/video content delivery was in-

vestigated by optimal meshed multipath route construction and intermediate recovery in

wireless mesh networks. Via analytic modeling it was showed that intermediate recovery

achieves good performance gains in comparison with the traditional multipath system. A
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cross-layer optimization problem was formulated to construct meshed multipath routes with

optimized end-to-end distortion and delay. To reduce complexity of constrained optimiza-

tion, a simple heuristic strategy was proposed that constructs good quality (distortion or

delay minimizing) paths for intermediate recovery. Although the heuristic strategy works

well in networks with relatively homogeneous link performance, the two minimization crite-

ria (distortion, delay) are not jointly achievable if the link costs vary widely. For this joint

objective, GA-based multipath construction strategy was employed, which showed a good

delay-distortion tradeoff performance on content delivery. Further, NS2 based MDC-MPT

system implementation results demonstrated that intermediate recovery technique indeed

achieves a considerable improvement in video reception quality.

The proposed MDC-MPT with intermediate recovery can be applied to disaster recovery

situation or can be considered with different technologies along different paths, which will

be considered as a future extension.
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Algorithm 2 Mutation
procedure Mutate(Genome g)

path←Random(g.Path11, g.Path12, g.Path21, g.Path22)

(deli, delj)← Random(pathlength(path))

Delete(G, (deli, delj))

for all (i, j) ∈ Disj(path) do

Delete(G, (i, j)

end for

apppath← Dijkstra(deli, t)

path← Trim(path, (deli, delj)) ∪ apppath

Add(G, (deli, delj))

for all (i, j) ∈ Disj(path) do

Add(G, (i, j))

end for

end procedure

procedure Random(Path1, Path2, Path3, Path4)

Returns one of the arguments randomly

end procedure

procedure Disj(path)

Returns the disjoint subpath of the given description

end procedure

procedure Delete(G, (i, j))

Deletes the (i, j) from the graph G

end procedure

procedure Dijkstra(i, t)

Returns the shortest path from i to t

end procedure

procedure Trim(path, (deli, delj))

Deletes all links after (deli, delj) from path

end procedure

procedure Add(G, (i, j))

Adds (i, j) to the graph G

end procedure
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Algorithm 3 Crossover
procedure CrossOver(Genome g1, Genome g2)

path1←Random(g1.Path11, g1.Path12, g1.Path21, g1.Path22)

path2←Random(g2.Path11, g1.Path12, g1.Path21, g1.Path22)

[s1, s2]←FindCommon(path1, path2)

if [sub1, sub2] 6= [NULL,NULL] then

path1new ← Subpath(path1, path1.src, s1) ∪ Subpath(path2, s1, s2) ∪

Subpath(path1, s2, path1.dst)

path2new ← Subpath(path2, path2.src, s2) ∪ Subpath(path1, sub1, s2) ∪

Subpath(path2, s2, path2.dst)

path1 ← path1new

path2 ← path2new

end if

end procedure

procedure FindCommon(path1, path2)

Returns indices two common nodes in path1 and path2

end procedure

procedure Subpath(path, n1, n2)

Returns the subpath of path between n1 and n2

end procedure
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